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PRIME VON NEUMANN REGULAR RINGS
AND PRIMITIVE GROUP ALGEBRAS
JOE W. FISHER AND ROBERT L. SNIDER
Abstract.
Kaplansky posed the following question: Are prime
von Neumann regular rings primitive? We show that with a certain
countability condition the answer is affirmative. This is used to simplify and clarify earlier work on the existence of primitive group

algebras.

In [7] Kaplansky posed the following question : Are prime von Neumann
regular rings primitive? Our main theorem in §1 asserts that a prime von
Neumann regular ring with a countable cofinal subset of ideals is indeed
primitive. From this it follows that Kaplansky's question has an affirmative answer for each of the following classes of rings: (1) countable
rings, and (2) rings with the descending chain condition on two-sided
ideals.
We call locally Artinian a ring which is the union of an ascending
sequence of left Artinian subrings. In §2 we establish that a semisimple
locally Artinian ring is primitive if and only if it is prime. This elucidates
and extends earlier work of Formanek and Snider [5] and Passman [11]
on the existence of primitive group algebras. Moreover, we apply it to
produce new primitive group algebras by showing that the group algebra
over any field of the group of permutations on an infinite set which move
only finitely many elements is primitive.
1. Prime von Neumann regular rings. Let R be a prime ring. The
unadorned word "ideal" will always mean "two-sided ideal". Under the
partial order of inclusion the set S of nonzero ideals of R is a directed
set since I,J in S implies /n/in
S, InJçI,
and inJ^J.
We say that R
has a countable cofinal subset of ideals if there exists a countable subset
C of S so that for each A in S there is an / in C such that I=A. We will
be considering a ring R in which each nonzero right ideal contains a
nonzero idempotent. Note that this is equivalent to each nonzero left
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ideal of R contains a nonzero idempotent. We denote the Jacobson radical

of R by J(R) and call R semisimple if J(R)=0.
Theorem 1.1. If R is a prime ring in which each nonzero right ideal
contains a nonzero idempotent and if R has a countable cofinal subset

of ideals, then R is both left and right primitive.
Proof.
We will prove that R is left primitive by producing a maximal
left ideal of R which contains no nonzero ideals of R. From the left-right
symmetry of the hypotheses it will follow that R is also right primitive.
Let {In:n=l, 2, 3, • • •} be a countable cofinal subset of ideals of R.
Let ex be a nonzero idempotent in Ix. Since R is a prime ring, exR(~M2is
a nonzero right ideal and thus contains a nonzero idempotent e2. Likewise,
e2RfM3 contains a nonzero idempotent e3. By continuing in this fashion
we obtain a sequence of idempotents {en:n=l, 2, 3, • ■•}. Note that
R(l-e1)£R(l-e2)çR(l-e3)^--•
and hence L=2ñ=i R(l-en)
is a
proper left ideal of R; otherwise,
ex = rx(l -

ex) + r2(l -

e2) + ■■• + rk(l -

ek)

from which it follows that en=exen=0 for n^k. Moreover, F is a modular
left ideal since r—rex in L for each r in R. Consequently, L can be extended
to a modular maximal left ideal K which contains L. Finally we claim that
K contains no nonzero ideals of R. If K contains a nonzero ideal I, then
K=K+I^L+I.
Since {In:n=l, 2, 3, • • •} is cofinal, there exists an n

such that /2/„2{<?B}. Therefore K^L + I=iR(l-en) + Ren=R, which is
a contradiction.
Remark.
In the above proof we have assumed that R has a unity
element to simplify notation; however, the standard modifications can
be made to yield a proof without unity.
Corollary
1.2. If R is a prime von Neumann regular ring which has a
countable cofinal subset of ideals, then R is primitive.

Proof.

Evident.

Corollary
1.3.
then R is primitive.

If R is a countable prime von Neumann regular ring,

Proof.
The principal ideals form a countable cofinal subset.
It is well known that a prime von Neumann regular ring with a polynomial identity is primitive. We conclude this section by proving more
generally that a prime regular ring with a generalized polynomial identity
is primitive. In order to do this we relate the primitivity of R to the primitivity of the Martindale central closure S of R. For definitions and terminology see Martindale [9].
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Theorem 1.4. If R is a prime von Neumann regular ring for which the
central closure S=RC of R is primitive, then R is primitive.

Proof.
Let A be a faithful
A is also a faithful irreducible
Let 0¿¿v e N and w e N. Then
such that vfèxicA=w.
It can

of R with cJ^R

irreducible right ^-module. We claim that
right R-module and hence R is primitive.
there exists 2 *¿c¿ in S with x{ e R, ct e C
be shown that there is a nonzero ideal /

for each /'. Now A is also a faithful irreducible IC-

module. Hence there exists ^.y¡d¡ with y^el,
d¡ e C such that
vŒyjdj) = v. Since R is regular, J Ry¡ = Ry for some y e R with y2=y.

Whence

= K2m)(2^^') = vŒ(c<y)xdHowever, cty e R for each /' yields that 2 (ciy)xi m R- Thus A is an
irreducible R-module and faithful since A is a faithful S-module.
Corollary
1.5. If R is a prime von Neumann regular ring which
satisfies a generalized polynomial identity over its extended centroid C,
then R is primitive with a minimal right ideal eR with e2=e.
Proof.
By Martindale [9], S is primitive with minimal right ideal eS
where e2=e. Therefore R is primitive and eS is a faithful irreducible
R-module. Since 5 is an essential extension of R, Oj^eSC\R^eS
and so
eR=eSC\R = eS.
Example 1.6. We give an example to show that the central closure of a
prime von Neumann regular ring need not be regular. Let F be a field of
characteristic 2 and let K=Fix2), L=Fix).
Then L is an inseparable
extension of K and [L:K]=2. We embed L in the 2x2 matrices over
K. Let R be the ring of S0xS0 matrices in block diagonal form with
A2n the first block and B repeated in the remainder of the blocks down
the main diagonal where A2n is a 2nx2n in arbitrary) matrix with coefficients in L and BeL^K2.
Then R is prime regular and the central
closure of R looks the same as R except that it has elements of L ®K L
repeated down the main diagonal. Consequently, RC is not regular
because it has the factor ring L ®K L which is not semisimple.
2. Locally Artin lings. From the study of group algebras of countable
locally finite groups has come a class of rings which we shall call "locally
Artinian" rings.

Definition.

A ring R is locally ileft) Artinian if R=U¿*URí where

each R¿ is a left Artinian ring, R1^R2ÇA3çzcommon unity element.
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Examples.
(2.1) If A is a left Artinian ring and G is a countable
locally finite group, then the group ring A[G] is locally Artinian. See

[8, p. 159].
(2.2) Any locally finite algebra over a field which has countable dimension, in particular, any countable dimensional algebraic algebra which
satisfies a polynomial identity.
(2.3) Let R be a left Artinian ring with unity and let S be the ring of
X0xN0 row finite matrices with entries in R. If T is the subring of S
which is generated by R • 1 and all matrices with at most finitely many
nonzero entries, then Fis locally Artinian.
A ring is said to be -n-regular if for each a in R, there exists an x in R
and a positive integer n such that an=anxan
[6]. That locally Artinian
rings are 7r-regular follows from the fact that Artinian rings are 77-regular.
We include a proof for completeness.
Lemma 2.1.

If R is locally Artinian, then R is -n-regular.

Proof.
If a is in R, then a is in R, for some /'. Hence it will suffice
to show that R¿ is -rr-regular. Since R, is left Artinian, it is semiprimary
and thus both left and right perfect. By Bass [2] we have that R, satisfies
the descending chain condition on both principal right ideals and principal left ideals. Therefore there exists a positive integer n such that
simultaneously Rian = Ria2n and anRi=a2nRi,
i.e., there exists an x and
y in R¿ such that an=xdin
is 7r-regular.

Remark.

and an=a2ny.

In fine, a2n=a2nyxa2n

and R,

Let R be a locally Artinian ring. Since R is 7r-regular, it

follows that /(R) is nil and hencey(R)nR;. c/(Rs). Then/(R) Ç U£ i^(R*);
however, they are not necessarily equal as can be seen by appropriately
dissecting the 2x2 matrices over a field. In addition, 7(R) is locally
nilpotent; however it need not be nilpotent as Example 2.8 shows.
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a semisimple locally Artinian ring. Then each
nonzero right ideal of R contains a nonzero idempotent and R has a countable
cofinal subset of ideals.

Proof.
We have that each nonzero right ideal of R contains a nonzero
idempotent by Lemma 2.1. For each /', R¿ is semiprimary and hence R,
has only finitely many nonzero idempotent ideals {Iij:j=l-, 2, ■■■, kii)}

by Alin and Armendariz [1] or Michler [10]. We claim that {RI^R:
i'=l, 2, 3, • • • ;y'=l, 2, • • • , kii)} is a cofinal subset of ideals of R. Let
/ be a nonzero ideal of R. Then J contains a nonzero idempotent. Hence
there exists an /' such that JDRi contains a nonzero idempotent ideal of
R¿. Let B be a minimal nonnil ideal of/nR¿.
Clearly B2 is not nil and
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of B. Therefore B=IÜ for some y and

RfoR^J.
We have the following important corollary of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a semisimple locally Artinian ring. Then R is
both left and right primitive if and only if R is prime.

Proof.

The result follows from Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.2.

Remark.
The assumption that R be semisimple is necessary as
Examples 2.8 and 2.9 show. One immediate corollary is that locally
Artinian rings enjoy the property of being left primitive if and only if they
are right primitive.
The following corollaries of Theorem 2.3 relate it to the earlier work
of Formanek and Snider [5] and Passman [11] on primitive group algebras.
The first corollary extends Passman [11, Theorem 7].
Corollary
2.4. Let A be a left Artinian ring and let G be a countable
locally finite group such that A [G] is semisimple. Then A [G] is both left
and right primitive if and only if A[G] is prime.

Proof.
As was shown in Example 2.1, A[G] is locally Artinian.
Therefore the result follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.

Corollary

2.5 (Formanek-Snider).

Let G be a countable locally

finite group and let F be afield of characteristic zero, or of characteristic p
if G has no elements of order p. Then F[G] is primitive if and only ifF[G] is
prime.

Proof.
It follows from Maschke's theorem that F[G] is semisimple.
Therefore the result follows from Corollary 2.4.
Remark.
In order to obtain this result Formanek and Snider [5]
prove that prime "locally semisimple Artinian" rings, i.e., ones which are
a union of an ascending sequence of semisimple Artinian rings are primitive. We note that "locally semisimple Artinian" rings are locally Artinian
and semisimple but not conversely.
Lemma 2.6. Let F be afield and let G be a group. If H is a subgroup
of G such that F[H] is primitive and if each nonzero ideal of F[G] has a
nonzero contraction in F[H], then F[G] is primitive.

Proof.
Since F[H] is primitive, there exists a maximal right ideal K
of F[H] which contains no nonzero ideals of F[H]. Now KF[G] is a right
ideal of F[G] and it is proper since, if {e}u{x¿:/'e7} is a complete set
of right coset representatives of H in G, then FF[G]=A'©(®iej
KxAj£
F[G]. Consequently, KF[G] is contained in a maximal right ideal M of
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F[G]. Moreover, if M contains a nonzero ideal / of F[G], then (M/n
F[r/]cMnf[//]
= i, contradiction. Therefore, M contains no nonzero
ideals of F[G] and wherefore F[G] is primitive.
Theorem 2.7. Let X be an infinite set and let G be the group of all
permutations of X which move only finitely many elements of X. If F is

any field, then F[G] is both left and right primitive.
Proof.
Let Y be a countably infinite subset of X and let H be the
subgroup of G consisting of all those permutations of X which fix all
the elements not in Y. Thus His a countable locally finite group. Moreover,

F[H] is prime by Connell [3, Theorem 8, p. 675] and F[H] is semisimple by
Formanek

[4]. Therefore F[H] is both left and right primitive by Corol-

lary 2.4.
The crux of the argument is to show that each nonzero ideal J of F[G]
has a nonzero contraction in F[H]. LetO#cz e/andlet{g,:/'=l,
2, • • • , k]
be the support of a. By looking at the cycle decomposition of the gi,
we see that there exists g e G with ggig^1 e H, z'= 1, 2, • • • , k. Hence

O^gag-1 eJr\F[H]. That F[G] is both left and right primitive now follows
from Lemma 2.6.
Example 2.8. We give an example of a prime locally Artinian ring R
which is not semisimple. Let F be a field and let R be the subring of the
ring of X0 x X0 row finite matrices over F which have the following form :
r in R if there exists an n x/r upper triangular matrix A in F„ such that r
is in block diagonal form with A repeated down the main diagonal and
zeros elsewhere. First R is locally Artinian, for let R¿ consist of all elements
r in R for which there exists an ixi upper triangular matrix A such that r
is in block diagonal form with A repeated down the main diagonal.
Then R=U¿ixR¿
and R is not semisimple because J(R) consists of all
elements with zeros on the main diagonal. Finally we claim that R is
prime. Let a and b be nonzero elements of R. Then there exists nxn
matrices A and B such that a and b are in block diagonal form with A
and B, respectively, repeated down the main diagonals. Since Fn is prime,
there exists C in F„, C not necessarily upper triangular, with ACB^O.
Let r in R be the block diagonal matrix with [ü o] repeated down the main
diagonal. Then arb is the nonzero block diagonal matrix with [Ô AoB]
repeated down the main diagonal. Consequently R is prime.
Example 2.9. For a group ring example of a prime locally Artinian
ring which is not semisimple, let F be a field of characteristic p and let
(7=1J Hi where HX= ZP and Hn+X is the wreath product of Hn by Zv.
It can be shown that F[G] is a prime locally Artinian ring and JiF[G])
is the augmentation ideal since G is a locally finite //-group.
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We wish to thank Edward Formanek for many valuable comments on
the exposition, including Lemma 2.6 and Example 2.9.
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